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ON NOTHE man who created that block-buster series is nothing more than PRAN, who is considered the father of Indian comics, because it was he who in 1960 created the first strips of indigenous cartoons with Indian characters and based on local themes. Maurice Horn, the editor of World
Encyclopaedia of comics, described him in his book, as Walt Disney of India. More than 2 million readers across the country regularly enjoy the exploits of its famous characters - CHACHA CHAUDAHRY, SABU, SHRIMATIJI, PINKI, BILLOO, RAMAN and CHANNI CHACHI etc.; which are published in 10
different languages across India. Diamond Comics characters are in the heart of the Indian Community and we are now bringing it globally to the Indian community. BILLO'S GIRLFRIEND. Chacha Chaudhary is the most popular Indian comic book. Chacha Chaudhary comics: Books in English Unknown
Binding - January 1, 1998 by Pran (Author) See all formats and editions Hide other formats and editions BILLOO DIGEST 2. Over 80 million comics sold in the last 40 years. Pran's Features offers you the most seller comics created by Cartoonist Pran. Quick view. Read free comics Read comics online
novels to read comics online Pdf Download comic books in Hindi comic comics comic comics in English. Price ₹50.00. Chacha Chaudhary, Billoo, Pinki, Raman and Shrimatiji are some of his popular comic characters published since 1960.The man who created that block-buster series is none other than
PRAN, who is considered the father of Indian comics, because it was he who in 1960 created the first strips of indigenous cartoons with Indian characters and based on local themes. Maurice Horn, the editor of World Encyclopaedia of comics, described him in his book, as Walt Disney of India. ... Chacha
Chaudhary Aur.Raka Click here to download Chacha Choudhary Sabu Kaale Tapu Mein Click here to download Chacha Choudhary aur Pucha Tara Click here for download. Price ₹600.00. Over 80 million comics sold in the last 40 years. Chacha Chaudhary Comics. Quick view. Price ₹100.00. 1/2. 6
Comic Book Chacha Chaudhary Set. Chacha Chaudhary, Billoo, Pinki, Raman and Shrimatiji are some of his popular comic characters published since 1960. More than 10 million readers regularly enjoy this series in newspapers and comics in ten languages. 12 Comics Combo Chacha Chaudhary set.
CHACHA CHAUDHARY COMICS . Chacha Chaudhary Comics in Hindi Chacha Chaudhary is a middle-class, fragile but extremely intelligent old Indian. Add to cart. Add to cart. Price ₹100.00. Add to cart. Pran's Features offers you the most seller comics created by Cartoonist Pran. One of our characters
Chacha Chaudhary stripes find permanent place in the International Museum of Cartoon Art, USA. Published by peeyush. Price ₹399.00. The CHAUDHARY family consists of his wife Bini, a fat Sharp-tongued, Sabu, Rocket - the dog and Dag- Dag, an old truck that's half human- half car. Over 80 million
comics sold in the last 40 to 40 Chacha chaudhary comics PDF Free download. BILLOO DIGEST 1. Quick view. More than 2 million readers across the country regularly enjoy the exploits of its famous characters - CHACHA CHAUDAHRY, SABU, SHRIMATIJI, PINKI, BILLOO, RAMAN and CHANNI
CHACHI etc.; which are published in 10 different languages across India. Add to cart. Over 80 million comics sold in the last 40 years. Add to cart. Chacha Chaudhary, Billoo, Pinki, Raman and Shrimatiji are some of his popular comic characters published since 1960. Quick view. Pran's Features offers
you the most seller comics created by Cartoonist Pran. Chacha Chaudhary, Billoo, Pinki, Raman and Shrimatiji are some of his popular comic characters published since 1960.The man who created that block-buster series is none other than PRAN, who is considered the father of Indian comics, because it
was he who in 1960 created the first strips of indigenous cartoons with Indian characters and based on local themes. Maurice Horn, the editor of World Encyclopaedia of comics, described him in his book, as Walt Disney of India. The word chacha means paternal uncle in Hindi, while Chaudhary is a term
used for large landowners or the most honorable, elderly or respectable person in villages or towns on the Indo-Ganges plain. More than 2 million readers across the country regularly enjoy the exploits of its famous characters - CHACHA CHAUDAHRY, SABU, SHRIMATIJI, PINKI, BILLOO, RAMAN and
CHANNI CHACHI etc.; which are published in 10 different languages across India. Chacha Chaudhary visited Jupiter, the native site of Sabu where he met a terrible man from the planet Damru Singh. Damru Singh said everyone has to bow in front of him. Everyone does it except Chacha Chaudhary.
Then Sabu said he has to do it otherwise Damru Singh will brutally kill him. But Chacha ji refused to do it again. Damru Singh became very angry and tried to crush Chacha Chaudhary under his feet. Will Chacha ji have escaped? To learn about reading ecomicaa's 50th comic 'Chacha Chaudhary on
Jupiter' and other stories.... Language: English File Type: PDF File Format: 9.37 MB Pages No: 37 This article is about the comic book character. For the television series, see Chacha Chaudhary (TV series). For animated series, see Chacha Chaudhary (animated series). Chacha ChaudharyCha
Chaudhary with her dog RocketPublication informationPublisherDiamond ComicsFormatongoingPublishing Date1971The main character Chacha Chaudhary, Sabu and RocketCreative teamWritten by Pran Kumar SharmaArtist(s)Pran Kumar Sharma Chacha Chaudhary is an Indian comic book character,
created by cartoonist Pran Kumar Sharma. [1] The comic is available in ten Indian languages including Hindi and English and has sold over ten million copies. [2] It was also turned into a television series starring Raghubir Yadav as Chacha Chaudhary. [3] Chacha Chaudhary was created in 1971 for Hindi
Lotpot magazine. It soon became popular among the and the elderly in the same way. Pran was inspired by the ancient philosopher Chanakya and the elders of each village who resides to help and solve problems with their elderly experience. [4] According to a press release from Pran's Features, Indian
children between the ages of 10 and 13 classified Chacha Chaudhary as their most recognizable comic book character. He has also guest-hosted other pran's features series, with Billoo, Pinki and Lucky. Biography Chacha Chaudhary is a middle-class Indian, frail but an extremely intelligent elder. The
word chacha means uncle in Hindi, while Chaudhary is a term used for large landowners or the most honorable, elderly or respectable person in villages or towns on the Indo-Ganges plain. A common saying about him is that Chacha Chaudhary ka dimaag computer if bhi tez chalta hai (Chacha
Chaudhary's brain runs faster than a computer), which is a testament to his un peerless wisdom and ingenuity. Chacha Chaudhary's attire includes her red turban, a wooden stick, a vest with a double inner pocket and a pocket watch. His family consists of his wife Bini (Chachi), a loyal street dog named
Rocket, and a giant Jupiter alien named Sabu. Sometimes, even a small man called Tingu Master has proven to live with them. Chacha Chaudhary loves to eat watermelon with gusto, but mangoes are his weakness, and takes off for a walk with Sabu and Rocket, whenever Chachi torments him. When
you take off your turban, it is shown that it is completely bald. Everyone in town knows that every time Chacha Chaudhary goes out with her family, she never closes the door of her house; but no one managed to rob his house. However, in some stories, Chachi (his wife) was seen locking the house.
Sometimes his head or nose itches when problems occur. Characterization When asked about the inspiration for the series, Pran said: Each family has its old essay. He solved his problems with common sense, but with a touch of humor. Humor is the basis of my cartoon. According to Pran, it was his
pleasure to bring relief to the common man suppressed by various workloads of that time. Pran's hometown was Lahore, and he came to India during the partition of Indo-Pakistan. Chacha Chaudhary is noticeably different from most other comic book superheroes in that he is not a muscular man, nor



does he have extraordinary powers or modern gadgets. Instead, he uses a brain sharper than a needle and faster than a super-computer (Chacha Chaudhary ka dimaag computer se bhi tez chalta hai[6]), and a wooden stick, to fight the wicked. Many times, he takes the help of a faithful alien from Jupiter,
Sabu, who is like a son to him. Chacha Chaudhary's characterization, like that of Pran's other characters, concerns the Around the middle-class Indian subway of the 1970s and 1980s, and continued to evolve. The usual villains are corrupt government officials, thieves, henchmen along the way and
bullies, cheaters, scammers and local thugs. He not only helps the common man, but also teaches them moral lessons and good behavior. Most events end with goons embarrassed by their actions. You can see the middle class dealing with everyday problems. In a way Pran takes a whip at those
problems, but still maintains a happy-go-lucky vibe with sparkling eyes and smiling faces. Supporting characters Sabu Sabu are an alien from jupiter, always loyal to Chacha and provides physical strength in times of need. It is huge and strong, about 50 feet high. Although its size has been very
inconsistent throughout the comic book series. In some comics it is able to increase its size. In some other stories it also comes out only when Chacha Chaudhary rubs a lamp (just like Aladin). She wears only a wrestler's kachha (briefs), a pair of earrings and a pair of gum boots. But in some comics,
Sabu was shown wearing slim fit green pants. Sabu decided to stay on Earth with Chacha when he tasted delicious paratha and halwa made by Chachi during his visit to earth. Both Chacha and Chachi treat Sabu like their son and in some stories Chachi has shown that he has more affection for Sabu
than even Chacha Chaudhary. Sabu has a twin brother named Dabu and the giant earrings Sabu wears were given to him by his mother when he left Jupiter. According to the comics, every time Sabu gets angry, a volcano erupts in a distant place (this is stated in a panel with an image of a volcano
erupting, which says: When Sabu is angry, a volcano erupts in a distant place of Jupiter). Every time he performs an act of great strength, he utters the cryHu-Huba!. Sometimes it has been found to pronounce Jai Bajrang Bali which roughly translates to Hail Hanuman (a popular Hindu God). It is revealed
in some comics that and Sabu eats 202 chapatis, 14 kilos of halwa, 22 kilos of rice /pulao, 7 kilos of vegetable preparations, 10 kilos of curry and about 18 liters of lassi (the favorite part of his meal) in a meal. Often finish the meal with a basket of fruit. Lassi, tea, fruit juice or some other soft drink is often
served in a large bucket or pot. He is not married and avoids the subject. Unlike Chacha, Sabu does not have much wisdom, intelligence or ingenuity and is mainly based on his physical strength. However, he has quick reflexes and has often saved Chacha's life with his immense power and lightning
reflexes, often acting at the last moment when any goon tries to kill Chacha. In some stories, Sabu is also wise, but not as Chacha Chaudhary (such as the one in which he discovers an escaped prisoner or the one in which he throws his huge umbrella to save people from drowning). Sabu's greatest
enemy is Raka, who is the same size as Sabu's, and is immortal, thanks to special Ayurvedic medicine accidentally consumed. Raka and Sabu are both strong, but Sabu always wins in their fights. Since Sabu can't kill Raka, he always leaves him in a place where he can't Humanity. However, somehow
Raka manages to escape and cause chaos upon return. This led to a series of comics about Raka, which were very popular and well received. Bini Chachi Chacha Chaudhary is a fat and dominant woman who is the head of the house and occasionally fights thieves with her belan (rolling pin). She is
usually dressed in polka-dotted sari and has a hairstyle paired with the 1970s style of Indian actresses. Although very kind to all the attributes of a strict but caring wife, he often complains about Chacha not buying his gold bracelets, not to take her out, and the fact that he has to cook a lot for Sabu even
though he serves as a maternal figure for Sabu. In one comic, she is shown mixing a giant pot with a mixture for Sabu and serving it more affectionately than Chachaji. In one of the comics, Bini's story was revealed about what it was like in her past. She was actually an Indian film actress who decided to
marry Chacha Chaudhary who saved her life from goon who threatened to give them all her jewelry or else they would kill her. Chhajju Chaudhary A secret that many of the comic book characters do not know is that Chacha Chaudhary has a twin brother named Chhajju Chaudhary, who mentally is not as
gifted as Chacha Chaudhary. In many stories it turns out to be the secret weapon to dodge the corrupt and the goons. He was once brought to Mars by aliens who mistook him as Chacha Chaudhary. Rocket (Raaket) Rocket is chacha chaudhary's pet dog. He was found to be a stray dog and was
adopted by Chacha, much to his wife's dismay, who said raising Sabu himself was a handful for her. Although he later accepted the dog when he attacked the thieves in the house. It is rather known as Raaket. The only feature of this dog is defined in the line Chacha Choudhary ka kutaa ssurrlup ssurrlup
doodh peeta hai (Choudhary's dog drinks milk) and in the fact that it is the only vegetarian dog in the world. The dog proved itself at times, attacking its enemies in command. Tingu Master Tingu Master is a small man (probably a dwarf) who is often seen in comics along with Chacha Chaudhary and
Sabu. It is usually shown that he is a very unfortunate person, who falls into problems and dangers that are directed at Chacha Chaudhary or are purely sieves. However, in some places he came to the front line to save Chacha Chaudhary from a potential death or defeat. Like Sabu, he is loyal, even if he
is not as significant a character as the first. Many times, the comedies in the stories have revolved around the fact that Tingu Master is very small, which causes others not to notice it and accidentally perform actions such as downloading it away with garbage. Dag Dag Dag Dag is actually Chacha
Chaudhary's truck driving, though with a twist: It is revealed that Dag Dag is actually half car and half Many times when thieves tried to escape by stealing Dag Dag it didn't start. Also, if Chacha Chaudhary is in trouble and as soon as she whistles, Dag Dag arrives at full speed and crashes with what
worries Chacha. Enemies Gobar Singh and Dhamaka Singh Chacha Chaudhary's main enemies are Gobar Singh and Dhamaka Singh. They are thieves always punished by Chacha Chaudhary. Sometimes they try to harm Chacha Chaudhary but end up hurting themselves. Dhamaka Singh often brings
his other stooges to attack Chacha and Sabu, but his plans always backfire. Two of Dhamaka Singh's recurring accomplices are Paleeta and Ruldu. Raaka A significant enemy of both Chacha and Sabu is Raaka. Raaka was once a dacoit who was chased by police. Trying to escape the police, he hid in a
building and a firefight ensued. When he got out of ammo, he tried to kill himself by drinking poison that he found in the house where he was hiding. Unknown to him, the house belonged to a great sage called Chakramacharya, who had developed a potion of immortality. Fearing it would be misused, he
had labeled the potion as Poison. Raaka incorrectly eats the potion of immortality believing it to be poison and kills Chakramacharya who tries to prevent him from doing so. Once he realizes that he has become immortal, his ills increase and he no longer remains a mere dacoit. There is a comic book
series about Raaka and his fights with Sabu, which Sabu manages to overcome with Chacha's wisdom helping him. Since Sabu can't kill Raaka, Chacha always advises him to dump Raaka somewhere where he can't harm humans. Places include space, deep in the ocean, frozen on the north pole, etc.
However, Raaka somehow manages to escape and that's what subsequent comics tell. Chacha Chaudhary and Sabu once forced Raaka to shave his mustache due to a competition chacha won. Chacha's comic book with Raaka, Raaka ki Waapsi (The Return of Raaka) is one of pran's features best-
selling comics. Raaka was put to sleep by some potion given by a Himalayan saint (who was the Guru of Chakramacharya) and buried in the ocean at the first meeting. On his return from another potion he was reduced to a small size, locked in a bottle and buried in a tomb. But this wasn't the end. He
returned several times to wreak havoc in the city. Finally Chacha Chaudhary and Sabu buried him in an infinite hole somewhere near a rocket launch site. But for the last time (Comic- Raaka ki Akhiri Jung) he was thrown into a hot tub in an ocean. Inconsistencies Although Chacha Chaudhary proves to
be extremely intelligent, fighting all problems through his supreme brain power, it can sometimes seem that Chacha Chaudhary survives or is saved from pure luck when situations randomly save him from death and danger. Some cases Sabu sneezing when they had a ticking time bomb near them,
arriving to explode or his train is late when he was actually tricked onto the way to the station late. Many times, times, and Rocket came to his rescue. At times, even Master Tingu saved Chacha Chaudhary when it seemed that death was imminent, for example Tingu Master once exchanged the acid
bottle with which some goons planned to attack Chacha with a bottle of water. The henchmen eventually manage to attack Chacha Chaudhary, but nothing happens because it was normal water. However, this is an integral part of the character in addition to the fact that his brain is faster than a computer.
This brings humor and excitement to stories and people, especially in children, like this part as funny and hilarious. In addition, the comic book series has some notable inconsistencies with Sabu's character, the size of which varies considerably from story to story. In some, he is able to change his size,
while in others, he is shown unable to enter the house being robbed due to its size. In addition, he is shown coming out of a lamp in certain stories, just like Aladdin's genius. It's a proven fact that Chacha never closes the door to her house when she leaves. However, Bini Chachi is seen closing the house
on a couple of occasions in the comic book series. In addition, it is never revealed what Chacha Chaudhary does for a living. In some stories, Chachi is shown complaining about Sabu's mastodon diet and how there is no more food in the house. How Chacha manages to earn bread and butter for the
family, including Sabu and Raaket, is never revealed. Adaptation A Chacha Chaudhary television series was launched on May 13, 2002 on Sahara One with Raghubir Yadav as the titular character. [7] In 2009, Pran's Features, the owner of license india characters Chacha Chaudhary, Sabu, and Pinki,
brought them to the big screen as animation characters. An animated series produced by Toonz Animation premiered on Hungama TV in June 2019. [9] [10] References ^ Pilcher, Tim; Brooks, Brad (2005). The essential guide to world comics. Collins &amp; Brown. ISBN 978-1-84340-300-5. OCLC
61302672. ^ Akshay Kumar will be featured in the chacha chaudhary comic book. India Today. October 3, 2013. ^ Raghubir Yadav: Peepli Live! will increase my career. Rediff. ^ Meri Najar Me Pran. INDIA: Diamond Books. 2019. pp. 30-39. ISBN 978-93-5296-659-2. ^ a b Lent, John A., ed. (2001). It
illustrates Asia: comics, humor magazines and picture books. University of Hawai'i Press. p. 55. ISBN 978-0-8248-2471-6. OCLC 45661703. ^ Chacha Chaudhary Aur Karate Samrat [Chacha Chaudhary and the Emperor]. Hindi Comics (in Hindi). Diamond Comics. p. 41. Archived from the original on
2013-09-28. Recovered 2012-03-07. [failed verification] ^ Chacha Chaudhary arrives on Sahara TV. Indiantelevision.com May 6, 2002. ^ Chacha Chowdhary, Pinki, Sabu to get to the big screen soon. Bollywood Hungama. February 27, 2009. ^ How strategies to are helping to create bigger brands from
Indian animated IPs. June 22, 2019. ^ Laghate, Gaurav (26 September 2018). 'Chacha Chaudhary' to get to life in animated series - via The The Times. External links Website Retrieved from
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